
Appendix 4 - The application of geophysical techniques to evaluate    
                       metal-working aspects of the landscape. 

 
 

A4.1 Introduction.    
 

Geophysical surveys can make a significant contribution to our understanding to the 

metal working component of an archaeological landscape. Geophysical surveys can be 

used to identify specific smelting sites and their extent and the infrastructure that 

supported that industry.  

 

The traditional method of evaluating a landscape is conducted by the examination of 

archival sources and aerial photographs and field walking, followed by excavation on 

potential targets. Once potential areas of interest have been identified large areas can 

be rapidly geophysically surveyed.  Not only can large-scale geophysical surveys 

enable whole landscapes to be interpreted, the geophysical results can be used to target 

excavations for specific purposes. This approach is equally valid when identifying a 

metal working landscape. The Myers Wood iron smelting site survey, for example, 

was able to identify a charcoal platform that provided charcoal for tree species 

identification and radiocarbon 14 dating. The precise locations of furnaces were found 

for archaeo-magnetic dating, and the excavation of outer wall of a bloomsmithy, 

identified by the survey, led to the discovery of pottery finds. Understanding these 

sites from just the geophysical response is of great importance as it eliminates the need 

for costly excavation. Thus geophysical surveys can maximize the benefits of any 

archaeological project and excavation need no longer be a speculative process.  

 

This section of the thesis generally draws on examples previously discussed and 

identified by geophysical survey and shows how they related to each other and 

combined to build up the metal-working history of a specific area. The principal 
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examples will be drawn from iron and lead, with brief mention of copper and tin. This 

division is based solely on the number of sites surveyed, but also, particularly in the 

case of copper, the lack of known sites to survey.  

 

A4.2 Iron and lead landscapes: Two examples.      

 

The following examples show how geophysical investigation has been used to build 

up information on one particular aspect of the archaeological landscape, metal-

working.  The two main examples are drawn from the iron-working landscape of 

Bilsdale and Ryedale, in the North Yorkshire Moors National Park, and the lead-

working landscape of Swaledale in the Yorkshire Dales National Park. Comment is 

also made on the potential use of archaeological geophysics to evaluate copper and tin 

working landscapes. 

 

                

A4.2.1 The iron-working landscape of Bilsdale and Rievaulx, North Yorkshire  

within the North Yorkshire Moors National Park. 

The North Yorkshire Moors has a tradition of iron-working that may have its origins 

in the Iron Age. At Levisham Moor, for example, 25 km east of Bilsdale, the 

excavation of an Iron Age settlement has identified an iron-smelting furnace (Hayes 

1978; Hayes 1983, 24-25 and McDonnell 1986). Whether the iron-smelting dates 

from the Iron Age has yet to be proven (G. McDonnell, pers. comm.). No Iron Age 

sites have so far been found in the Bilsdale / Rievaulx area. Similarly there is also no 

known evidence for iron-working in the area during the Roman period.  

 

The earliest evidence for iron production in the Bilsdale area occurs in 1145. In that 

year, Walter Espec Lord of the Manor of Helmsley gave much of Bilsdale to the 

Cistercian Abbey at Rievaulx. At that time part of Bilsdale was referred to as 

Smiddesdal(e) (Smiths' Dale), a name of in common usage in 1145 (McDonnell 1963, 

116). About 1170, a ferrarius (ironsmith) was operating north of Laskill at Stainton, 
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now a lost village (McDonnell 1972). Stopford (2000) has identified a field named as 

‘Stainton’ to the northwest of Laskill. It was also during the 12th century, that the 

Cistercian order started to establish granges (Pratt 1969, 11), outlying settlements, to 

administer or farm the more remote portions of the Abbey lands. Such communities 

could specialize in iron-working activities as part of their normal operations 

(McDonnell 1963). The influence of monasteries on the landscape of the North 

Yorkshire Moors and surrounding areas has been examined in detail by Waites (1997) 

who concludes in a brief study of the monasteries and iron workings that “to judge 

from the scarcity of settlement in the moorland before 1086, and especially in the 

dales where the major iron outcrops were found, it is likely that only sporadic and 

localized exploitation of minerals occurred” (Waites 1997, 147).  McDonnell (1999) 

details the influence the Cistercians had on iron-working activities in Bilsdale whilst 

the present research (Vernon 1995; Vernon et al. 1998a, 1998b, 1999a, 1999b, 2001, 

2002; Powell et al. 2002) has shown how archaeological investigation and 

geophysical prospection contributes to the interpretation of what was once an 

important industry. 

 

Excluding the wealth of material that has been published on 19th and 20th century iron 

workings (Chapman 1976; Hempstead 1979; Anon 1998) various researchers 

(Stainthorpe 1966; McDonnell, 1972; Harbord and Spratt 1975; Hayes 1978) have 

provided details of their excavations and observations on bloomery sites. Prior to the 

current research that commenced in 1996, only one furnace had been excavated at 

Tarn Holes (Harrison 2000). 

 

Archival research and field-walking have identified a number of bloomery slag heaps 

in Bilsdale, and the Rievaulx area, North Yorkshire (McDonnell 1972). Figure A4.1 

shows the location of the iron smelting that have been geophysically surveyed.. The 

surveys over six of the sites (The Grange, Kyloe Cow Beck, Ewecote, Hagg End, 
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Woolhouse Croft and Ashberry Farm) have located furnaces and other structures. Two 

furnaces located at Ewecote, one with a well-defined tapping channel and enclosed in 

a structure was for iron manufacture, whilst another is thought to be for glass 

manufacture. The Ewecote area (Figure A4.2) is interesting as it is close to the 

Rievaulx Abbey stone quarries, and the probable settlement of Stainton. An area 

immediately north at Wethercote has been identified as a tile production area 

(Stopford 2000) and the moors above were once worked extensively for coal. It is a 

major industrial area that probably dates from the monastic period. A walk along 

Kyloe Cow Beck that runs through Smiddsdale identified iron slag in the north bank 

of the stream. A fluxgate gradiometer survey identified two furnaces and the eastern 

furnace was excavated in 1997 (Vernon et al. 1999a: Powell et al. 2002). The 

monastic grange site identified in monastic records (McDonnell 1985, 24) is of 

particular interest. The geophysical surveys revealed a series of linear anomalies 

interpreted as wall foundations, almost certainly part of the Grange structure.  

 

The remaining bloomery sites are not apparently associated with other activity. Hagg 

End is located on the outcrop of the Main ironstone band and a pit nearby may 

represent mine workings. An excavation on the site in 2003 confirmed two furnaces 

and an extension of the geophysical survey to the west into a swampy area identified 

an additional possible furnace and slag dump. Woolhouse Croft may be related to the 

settlement of Laskill, but this has yet to be determined. Ashberry Farm is unusual as 

there are no known outcrops close by. It is about 1 kilometre south of Rievaulx, but 

the site is at risk due to erosion and animal activity and is difficult to evaluate 

(McDonnell 1972). 

 

At the dissolution of Rievaulx Abbey in December 1538, there is a reference to two 

‘bloomsmiths’ in operation at Laskill, the bloom being transported to a hammer-

smithy at Rievaulx (McDonnell 1999). When the Earl of Rutland took over the Abbey 
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lands in 1540 he also acquired the iron-smelting installations. Fieldwork has identified 

Timberholme as the only possible location of the Laskill operation. The geophysical 

surveys have identified a square structure with a slag dump and leat. Originally the 

leat had only been identified for a short section next to the furnace area, but field-work 

suggests that it extends at least one kilometre to the north, indicating a substantial 

investment in the operation. It also seems likely that substantial remains still exist on 

the site. The furnace house structure is clearly identifiable on several geophysical 

surveys. Excavations on similar sites elsewhere, for example Muncaster (Tylecote and 

Cherry, 1970), Bordesley (Astill 1993), Stafford (Dennison 2003), have revealed 

timberwork, thereby providing a means of dating. Contemporary records suggest that 

the Rievaulx works were rebuilt in 1540 into a more advanced hammer-smithy. It may 

have been located in the precinct close to the Abbey (Coppack 1986) and an 

examination of the area around Rievaulx Abbey indicates the site of the hammer-

smithy was at Rye House, inside the Precinct (McDonnell 1999). Certainly 

documentary evidence in the name ‘Dam Field’ for the field immediately north of Rye 

House indicates a reservoir or fishpond may once have existed there. 

 

 

In 1576 a blast furnace replaced the bloomeries and was built not at Laskill, but at 

Rievaulx (McDonnell 1972). The blast furnace was modified on several occasions and 

continued in operation until the 1640s (Schubert 1957, 385). The pigs of cast iron 

produced by the furnace were taken to and re-worked in the finery at Rye House and 

then on to the Forge Farm chafery. Various writers (Rye 1900; Weatherall 1954; 

Coppack 1986; Coppack and Fergusson, n.d., 13) have drawn attention to the 

Rievaulx ‘Canal’ system, showing the ‘Canal’ routes and the modifications to it 

during monastic period. None however have considered that some of the 

modifications could have occurred after the monastic period. Geophysical surveys 
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have shown differences in the ‘Canal’ bank structure north and south of the abbey. 

North of the abbey for example, the bank seems to be a simple earth construction. 

However to the south, in the Forge Farm north area, the geophysical surveys suggest 

that the bank is reinforced. It is probable that at this point the ‘Canal’ was actually 

dammed off, at the Helmsley-Rievaulx Bridge road to form a reservoir for the Forge 

Farm chafery. The route of the leat to and from Forge Farm has been identified by 

surface observation and the geophysical surveys (Figure 5.1.99). Immediately north of 

Forge Farm the charcoal store has been identified by earth resistance survey. 

 

The geophysical surveys have helped considerably in the study of the iron-production 

industry of Bilsdale and Ryedale by identifying many of the key components. Figure 

A4.3 summarizes the relationships of the various sites that have been geophysically 

surveyed at Rievaulx and Bilsdale.                    

                

 

A4.2.2 The lead-working landscape of the Yorkshire Dales – Swaledale. 

The valley of Swaledale, and its side valley Arkengarthdale in the Yorkshire Pennines, 

has some of the most researched and recorded mining and smelting remains in the 

country (Clough 1962; Raistrick 1928, 1955, 1975a, 1975b; Gledhill 1992; Cranstone 

1992; Gill 2001; Murphy and Baldwin 2001). The lead ore is found, together with 

calcite, barites, and fluorspar, in linear vertical, or inclined mineralised joints or faults, 

known as veins, in Carboniferous limestone and in grit-stone interspersed with shale 

(Dunham and Wilson 1985, 84 - 111). 

 

Fleming (1998) shows that Swaledale has been settled from prehistoric times, burnt 

mounds are evident and the Bronze and Iron Ages are well represented by landscape 

features including ring-cairns and field systems, respectively. Roman roads run to the 
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north and south of Swaledale and the Roman camp of Bainbridge lies to the south in 

Wensleydale. There is a large Roman settlement at Catterick to the east but there is no 

known evidence for Roman mining in Swaledale. One of the earliest methods of 

mining, hushing, a method where water is diverted to flow over the land surface to 

expose and erode mineral veins, has been conducted in the area.  

 

The first evidence for mining and smelting comes from the medieval period with land 

grants to Abbeys. Gill (2001, 138) remarks that during the 12th century the manor of 

Marrick (in Swaledale) was granted to a Roger Aske. In 1165 Aske’s grandson 

founded a Benedictine priory for nuns. The roof of the new priory was covered with 

lead from local mines that had been worked ‘from time out of minde’ (sic). A 

radiocarbon date of AD 1464 ± 25 years was obtained from bale charcoal at Calver 

(Gill 2001, 19). Rievaulx abbey had holdings in upper Swaledale (Dunham and 

Wilson 1985, 4).   

 

Various researchers (Barker 1978; Gill 1986; Murphy and Baldwin 2001) have 

produced lists of known bales in and around Swaledale. The in-depth research by 

Murphy and Baldwin (2001) was the first to describe bales in detail. It tries to relate 

their location to the specific surface geology and to the prevailing wind direction. The 

geophysically surveyed examples from Calver, Grinton and Dacre (Hamilton 1998; 

Hamilton et al. 1999; Vernon 1997a; Vernon et al. 1999a) show that it is possible to 

evaluate site features, including the bale, tapping channels and slag spreads. Charcoal 

production platforms, charcoal stores and shelters may also be identified. However, 

the temporary nature of bale construction combined with their exposed locations 

means that they would be vulnerable to erosion so in many cases it may not be 

possible to detect them geophysically. Figure A4.4 shows the distribution of bale sites 

in Swaledale as identified by Murphy and Baldwin (2001). 
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The introduction of the ore hearth into Swaledale in 1575 meant that smelting 

operations could be conducted in a controlled manner (Gill 2001,19). Many mills were 

located at the eastern end of Swaledale as the upland areas were becoming depleted of 

timber.  A total of 36 mills were constructed in Swaledale (Gill 2001,19) and apart 

from the occasional exception (Marrick Cupola Mill) they were the mainstay of 

smelting in Swaledale. The ore hearths did not have to be run continuously which 

made them more suited to local mining production (Gill 2001,19). Figure A4.5 shows 

the distribution of smelt mills in Swaledale. 

 

Many of the remaining smelt mills in Swaledale date from the 19th century. As the 

mills became more elaborate, with the addition of further furnaces the smelt mill was 

often rebuilt, for example Old Gang Mill (Cranstone 1992; Gill 2001, 92 - 93).  Long 

flue systems that terminated at a chimney, for example Old Gang and Surrender mills, 

provided draw to the hearths, removed fumes from the immediate vicinity of the mill 

and acted as a condenser for lead particles in the fumes. The condensed lead was 

recovered by washing out the flues (Gill 2001, 22). 

 

Geophysical surveys have been used with some success to examine bale sites on the 

moor edges. The weak magnetic signatures of the bales have revealed their locations 

(Hamilton et al. 1999). Surveys could provide information on general sizes, whether 

or not they had a casting channel and if there are any associated structures. There is no 

doubt that due to the long period for which this method of smelting was in use, new 

sites could be located by geophysical survey. In the transition phases between bales 

and smelt mills many of the early mills are recorded in archives but not identified on 

the surface, for example at Old Gang (Gill 2001, 86). Geophysical surveys at potential 

sites could be beneficial in revealing the location of slag spreads, structures and water 

systems. The Dacre site suggests that bales may have been introduced to the valley 

bottoms, similar to those in Teesdale for example (Pickin 1992), prior to the 
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development of the ore hearth. Potential sites could be geophysically surveyed. The 

benefits of such surveys to understanding the completed smelting history of Swaledale 

are enormous. 

 

 

A4.3 Copper and Tin: Examples of the limitations imposed on a geophysical 

assessment by lack of knowledge. 
 

There is no known evidence of early copper smelting in Britain. Post-medieval copper 

smelting sites have very limited distribution with respect to the landscape and are only 

briefly mentioned. The few documented early tin smelting sites are poorly recorded 

and there are no known early examples to examine. The earliest known sites are all 

water-powered blowing houses. 

 

A4.3.1 Copper 

There are number of distinct areas of Britain where copper mining has visually made 

its mark on the landscape, for example Cumbria, Snowdonia, and south-west England, 

and several clusters of important sites on the flanks of the Pennines, for example 

Alderley Edge (Cheshire), Ecton (Staffordshire), and the Richmond area (North 

Yorkshire). Stone hammers, usually indicative of early mining, have been found at 

Ecton (Guilbert 1994), Alderley Edge (Boyd-Dawkins 1875; Carlon 1979, 43), 

Nantyreira and Cwmystwyth, Central Wales (Timberlake 1990), Parys Mountain and 

the Great Orme, Llandudno, North Wales (Timberlake 1990; Lewis 1994), but there is 

no evidence of actual smelting sites. Plano-convex copper ingots have been found in 

north Wales (North 1962, 20) and Bick (1982, 33) comments that an inscribed cake of 

copper weighing 42lbs found near Conway had been reduced in situ.  
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The finds of copper ingots suggest that early copper smelting sites did once exist. 

Given that the temperature required to smelt copper ore (1084ºC) is higher than that 

for lead (600 to 800ºC) it is reasonable to conclude that the magnetic signature from a 

copper smelting furnace would also generate a higher response on a fluxgate 

gradiometer survey. The higher temperatures would probably produce a heat-altered 

zone around the furnace similar to an iron shaft furnace. Similarly it would probably 

be reasonable to assume that a cluster of positive data would identify the position of 

the furnace.  

 

The geophysical surveys at Whashton and Ellastone have shown that the extent of 

sites, possible furnace locations, slag dumps and extent of structural remains can be 

identified for post-medieval sites. However, the same constraint noted for lead mill 

smelting sites would apply, notably spreads of rubble on mill floors. 

             

A4.3.2  Tin 

Tin smelting sites are confined to the southwest of England. Evidence for early tin 

smelting is mainly confined to the excavations at the hillfort at Chûn (Leeds 1927) and 

the medieval settlement at Crift (Harris et al. 1977). Other more widespread evidence 

of the early tin smelting industry is the many finds of plano-convex tin ingots recorded 

in southwest England  

 

At Crift the settlement is identified as a series of discrete house platforms (McDonnell 

1993). Neither the slag dump nor the medieval longhouse foundations were identified 

on the fluxgate gradiometer survey. However, in an adjacent field to the east it was 

possible to identify two linear anomalies, an old boundary, and a trench filled with 

burnt material. Surveys on the adjacent low-lying area of Bodwen, close to alluvial 
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tin-deposits, were conducted to try and evaluate a potentially complex archaeological 

landscape with possible further smelting. The survey showed that although there was 

very little magnetic contrast with most of the data occupying a tight band (-5 to 5nT) 

it was possible to identify anomalies in situations where the underlying rock is granite. 

By analogy any burnt areas should produce a positive anomaly but none were 

identified. 

 

Most blowing houses are obvious features on the ground, usually identified by the 

presence of mortar stones. There will be circumstances where blowing house remains 

will have been buried by alluvial material. However given the results from Lower 

Merrivale they may be very difficult to identify on fluxgate-gradiometer data, with 

very little contrast between walling and the underlying rock. 

 

Until recently there had been only a small number of geophysical surveys conducted 

in the south-west of England and it is evident that more knowledge, based on 

experience and interpretation, is required before such surveys can be reliably 

interpreted on granite terrain. Under favourable circumstance, for example at Bodwen, 

it is possible to obtain interpretable data. Geophysical evidence, for example clusters 

of positive data, may be found for smelting, but archaeological evidence is required 

first to show the type of anomalies to look for on a geophysical survey. 
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Figure A4.1 Landscape, Iron: Bilsdale, North Yorkshire. The locations of iron 

smelting sites that have been geophysically surveyed. 
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Figure A4.2 Landscape, Iron. Ewecote / Wethercote Bilsdale, North Yorkshire. 

Map showing industrial activity in the area. 

1. Monastic tile kilns 

2. Coal Workings—date unknown 

3. Ewecote - Iron and probable glass working. 

4. Quarries -  Monastic? 

5. Hagg End - Iron working site close to the outcrop of the Main ironstone seam.. 

                  (Usage of the word ‘Hagg’ denotes a managed woodland often for  

                  charcoal manufacture). 

 

Shaded areas denote locations with known geophysical surveys. 
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Figure A4.3 Landscape, Iron: Summary of the relationships of iron working sites in 

Bilsdale and Rievaulx, North Yorkshire. 

 

(Source: Author) 

 

Bloomery (shaft furnace technology). 
All the sites geophysically surveyed and excavated in Bilsdale 

appear to be medieval (e.g. Hagg End, Ewecote and Kyloe Cow 

Beck). Some sites may have operated into the 1400 / early 

1500s, although this has not been substantiated. 

High-Bloomery (water-powered technology). 
Only one site has been recognised at Timberholme and may 

have been functioning in the 1400s. Evidence from elsewhere 

(Myers Wood - Clay et al. 2004) may suggest that water-

powered bloomery’s were coming into use after the ‘Black 

Death’. Due to its potential to be a very important site with wide 

implication for the evolution of iron smelting technology in 

Britain this site should be assessed by excavation. 

Blast Furnace (water-powered technology). 
The Rievaulx blast furnace is probably one of the earliest in the 

north of England. Its was preceded at Rievaulx by a water-

powered bloomsmithy presumed to have been located a Rye 

House. With the establishment of the blast furnace at Rievaulx 

the bloomsmithy was put into use as a finery and a chafery was 

established at Forge Farm (McDonnell 1999). 

Technological progression of iron smelting in Bilsdale / Rievaulx. 

N.B. Symbols cross-referenced with Figure A4.1 
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Figure A4.4 Landscape, Lead: Map showing the distribution of bale sites in 
Swaledale, North Yorkshire. 
 

( Source: After and modified from Murphy and Baldwin 2002, 4 ) 

Known locations of bales. 

Reeth 



 
 

 

 

Figure A4.5 Landscape, Lead: Map showing the distribution of smelt mills, 
predominantly ore hearths, in Swaledale, North Yorkshire. 
 

(Source: Gill 2002, 27 and 28) 

Key to Smelt Mills shown on map. 
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